1. Introduction. The spaces £> p (co), co real, 1< p < », consist of those functions/(s), analytic for Re s > co, and such that ix v {f\x) is bounded for x > co, where However, there are other extensions of Plancherel's theorem due to Hardy and Littlewood (3) . They have shown that \i F £ L p (-oo y co), 1 < p < 2, then F has a Fourier transform G such that |x| 1_2/p G(x) £ L p (-oo, oo), and that conversely if |x| 1-2/<z F(x) GL ? (-00 , 00 ),g>2, then F has a Fourier transform G £ L Q (-°°, °°)-for this form of Hardy and Littlewood's theorems see (7, Theorems 79 and 80). One might expect that a theory similar to Doetsch's theory could be constructed from these theorems, and this we shall do here.
To this end we define spaces ^C(co), 1 < p < °°, to consist of those functions/^) such that (s -u>y-2/p f(s) Ç § p (co) (where (s -co) 1 " 2^ takes on its principal value). This is equivalent to saying that v p (f; x, co) should be bounded for x > co, where
In § 3 we shall obtain theorems corresponding to Doetsch's results for these new spaces. It will be noticed that § 2 (co) = ^C(co), so that one would expect that our new theorems should reduce, for p = 2, to Doetsch's theorems. This is actually the case.
In an earlier paper (4) we generalized Doetsch's theory. In order to obtain theorems dealing with the Laplace transformation of functions, of the form / x <£(/), where e~a t 4>{() £ L p (0, °°) and X > 0, we "generalized" the spaces § p (co) to spaces §x, p (co). We can carry out a similar programme here, and to this end we define spaces ^C, p (w) as follows. ^o >p (co) = «^(co) ; if X > 0, •^x.p(w) consists of those functions / in «^(a/) for every a/ > co such that
w ) is finite, where
?,(/;*,«)<&.
CO
The theorems corresponding to the results of (4) are obtained in § 4.
In § 2 we prove certain preliminary lemmas concerning the properties of functions in ^(co).
Preliminary lemmas.
exists for almost all y, and |;y|
1~~2/p f(x + fy) converges in mean of order p to {iy) l~2,p f{oo + iy) as x -> co + . ^4/s0, ^ (/; x, w) tewds steadily from below, as x -» co + , £0
JT lyl* uniformly in x for x in this interval; that is,
uniformly in x for Xi + ô < x < x 2 -ô. But by Lemma 2, /(a + iR) = o{R l~2lp ) as J? -> °°, uniformly in a for £ < a < p. Hence the integral along the upper side is o{R~2 ,v ) and consequently tends to zero as R -» 00. Similarly, the integral along the lower side of the rectangle tends to zero as R -* co. Hence letting i£ -» oe, Now the second of these integrals tends to zero as p -> oe. For from Holder's inequality it is smaller in modulus than ip-2 ^ 1/p (P + ^) I The first term of this expression is bounded by hypothesis; since 1 < p < 2, the second term is smaller than Proof. The statement follows much as in the previous lemma.
dv.
3. The spaces <^(co). Theorems 1 and 2 correspond to Theorems 2 and 3 respectively of Doetsch (1). Now since g > 2, if co < co' < x and g G «^(w), then ^(g; x, co') < ^(g; x, co), so that g Ç «^(co'). Hence if x > co, / G ^(x) so that by what we have just proved there is a function <£* with e~x t <j> x {t) £ £<? (0, co), satisfying (3.1) with co replaced by x, such that for Re s > x, /(s) = I e~s t 4> x (t) dt, Res> x, and so that for almost all t
